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American Bar 

"Panoramas from the Top"

If you would like to enjoy a glass of champagne, while the gentle rays

from the setting sun form your backdrop, then the American Bar is your

ideal venue. Located on the rooftop of the Hotel Forum, that is nestled in

the heart of the city, this bar offers magnificent views of the surrounding

areas. This bar offers its guests cocktails, champagne, rums, whisky and

grappas. Those who would like something light can try out the Italian

espresso. Night time views from this place are amazing, when the city is

illuminated with shimmering lights.

 +39 06 679 2446  www.hotelforum.com/excl

usive_hotel_rome.htm

 roofgarden@hotelforum.co

m

 Via Tor de' Conti 31, Hotel

Forum, Rome
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Rooftop Bar at Hotel Raphael 

"A Drink at the Peak"

Nestled in the heart of the city, the rooftop of Hotel Raphael offers

magnificent views of Rome. Guests seated at this bar, way above the

bustle of the city, can take in the serenity and historical scenes of Rome

while sipping on some wine or champagne. This place offers beautiful

views of the Spagna Plazza, Piazza Venezia, Pantheon and the various

churches and significant structures scattered around. Executive chef Jean-

Luc Fruneau, uses his expertise to concoct some tantalizing

Mediterranean fares to accompany your drink. Visit this bar in the

evenings, when the dipping sun throws its glimmer on you.

 +39 06 68 2831  www.raphaelhotel.com/th

e-terrace-raphael-hotel-in-

rome.htm

 raphael@relaischateaux.co

m

 Largo Febo 2, Piazza

Navona, Hotel Raphael,

Rome

 by Fatima Akram on Unsplash

   

Ristorante Bar del Fico 

"A Café for Night Owls"

Bar del Fico is located in the Centro Storico. The courteous service is

maintained in this popular café until early morning hours. The pastries (all

of which are made in-house) and the variety of snacks are all of high

quality. The outside porch is often full of revelers who wish to enjoy their

spirits while the sun shines overhead. A great place for people-watching,

relaxing, and grabbing a bite, there's plenty of reasons to check this place

out.

 +39 06 889 1373  www.bardelfico.com/it/  info@bardelfico.com  Via della Pace 34/35, Rome
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Seventh Heaven Terrace

Restaurant & Lounge Bar 

"Roof-Top Garden Bar!"

Located withing the lavish and beautiful Aleph Hotel, Seventh Heaven

Terrace Restaurant & Lounge Bar is a must visit place. This roof-top

intimate dining offers a view of the city for a relaxing time. The outdoor

bar is decorated with orange, palm and olive trees and a small garden.

The unique and creative selections of cocktails and wines is extensive.

The Mediterranean restaurant offers a Boscolo experience with

professional and friendly service. A slow start to the week, the weekends

witness the hip and party crowds. For a whole new experience, this place

is a must visit! Call ahead for more details.

 +39 06 42 2901  Via di San Basilio 15, Hotel Roma Aleph, Rome
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Stravinskij Bar 

"The Garden Bar"

An urban chic one that it is, Stravinskij Bar is housed in Hotel de Russie.

The beautifully landscaped courtyard of the hotel, features the bar where

one can relish light refreshments along with a range of delicious

cocktails.The classy yet hip bar is the best place to enjoy martini cocktails,

especially 'De Russie Martini' and caviar, along with some really nice

music.

 +39 06 3288 8874  www.hotelderussie.it/dining/stravin

skij-bar/

 Via del Babuino 9, Hotel de Russie,

Rome
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Zest 

"Trendy Roman Restaurant at the Radisson"

Located on the seventh floor (and close to the swimming pool) of the

Radisson Blu Es. Hotel, Zest Bar is a hip lounge that offers exceptional

views of Rome's rooftops. Come in for breakfast, lunch or dinner at this

relaxing and enjoyable bar, and then go for a dip in the pool! The

restaurant offers a wonderful spread of Italian delicacies served by a

ready staff. The menu comprises of sandwiches and salads that are filling

and hearty, along with a range of the finest of wines of the region. The bar

is a great spot to hang out in and have a taste of luxury.

 +39 06 44 4841  www.radissonblu.com/esh

otel-rome/dining

 info.rome@radissonsas.co

m

 Via Filippo Turati 171,

Radisson Blu es. Hotel, Rome
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Bar Necci 

"One of the Best Bars"

Necci is a veteran bar located in the Pigneto district, which has not only

received appreciation from the locals but also the flooding tourists that

Rome is witness to, every year. From breakfast to lunch and a wine bar

which offers sumptuous food, Necci makes a smooth transition into all of

its roles. Prices are reasonable and service staff is friendly. So make sure

to visit Necci the next time you are in Rome.

 +39 06 9760 1552  www.necci1924.com/ristorante-pign

eto-necci-1924-aperitivo-colazione-

pigneto-roma/

 Via Fanfulla da Lodi, Rome
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